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VANHOVE SHOW CATTLE
Rob and Sheryl Vanhove

Rob (605) 480-0909  • Sheryl (605) 480-4186
Roger Beare (605) 690-5095
Octavio Aldana, Herdsman

45041 227th Street, Madison, SD 57042
vanhoveshowcattle@yahoo.com

The cattle are available for viewing at Vanhove Show Cattle, 
Madison, South Dakota, until Wednesday, January 31st.

They will be ready for viewing at Sioux Falls Regional Livestock 
beginning Friday, February 2nd. Lunch will be available sale day.

Welcome!
As I sit here in my dining room looking out the window at the frozen

beauty that is winter in South Dakota, I am thankful and blessed for the
life Sheryl and I have developed, doing what we love to do, raising
livestock. We are so grateful and humbled each year at the
overwhelming acceptance of our program through our repeat buyers and
customers and the inquiries and interest from so many new cattlemen to
the Dakota Classic each year; for this we sincerely say “thank you.”

We are extremely proud of this set of cattle. Out commitment to you is
to bring you our very best, and we can say with confidence that this set of
proven young cows and powerful bred heifers is the absolute greatest set
we have ever brought to the Dakota Classic.

As many of you know, we have built and developed this set of cattle
for years with the guidance, support and knowledge of one of our
greatest friends, mentors and knowledgeable cattlemen not only in
South Dakota but in the United States—Roger Hainy, Wessington
Springs, SD. Roger is a pioneer in our business and one of the most
respected cattlemen I’ve ever known. His genetic creativity and
commitment to produce functional, sound, productive cattle resonates
through our program. The proven blend of Angus, Simmental and
Maine-Anjou genetics has created a maternal base for these model club
calf producing females. Many of the sires represented in this offering are
owned by our program. Sires like Damage Control, Powerline,
Adrenaline, Merlin, Irish Whiskey, Cerveza and Whizard, to name a few,
are some of the most proven maternal sires in the industry today.

The greatest compliment paid to our program was the overwhelming
acceptance of our calves offered in our 2017 pasture sale. So many of the
great cattlemen who made the trip to Madison this fall told us that we
had the deepest, soundest and most competitive set of calves in the
country. Every calf was either natural sired or an AI calf, with not one ET
calf in the offering. The production of these females is well documented.
Maternal bred females mated to the most proven club calf sires in the
business equals success. Our top 10 calves averaged $23,500 and were
purchased by the most discriminating cattlemen in the country.

As committed to the maternal side of this business as we are, so many
of these young cows in the sale have never been mated to club calf sires
until now for the sale. You will be amazed at how powerful and massive
bodied these females are without sacrificing any maternal ability.

The cattle are available for viewing online on the Dakota Classic sale
page at www.vanhovecattlecompany.com. Please call anytime if you
have any questions about the cattle or if you may need buying assistance.
We will help you in any way to arrange transportation throughout the
Midwest and Southern states. Buy with confidence and get with us
immediately after the sale. 

We welcome you and humbly thank you for your interest in the 
Dakota Classic, Saturday, February 3, 2018 in Sioux Falls, South Dakota.
We look forward to seeing you all there. Please make the trip—you
won’t be disappointed. We sincerely thank you and appreciate your
friendship and continued business.
          See you at the sale,

          Rob Vanhove

Sale produced by:
Rockin’ K Productions
Kent Jaecke, (405) 408-2440

Motel Accommodations
Ramkota Hotel
3200 W. Maple St., Sioux Falls, SD, (605) 336-0650

Holiday Inn Express—Sioux Falls Southwest
3821 W. Avera Dr., Sioux Falls, SD, (888) 465-4329

Video Previews
The entire offering can be viewed online at: 
www.vanhovecattlecompany.com

Breeding Guarantee
All females are sold under the condition “safe in calf” 
as attested to by a licensed veterinarian and sell with no
further guarantee. The ultrasound results reported are as
accurate as possible but are not guaranteed. No guarantee
is given that bred females will deliver a live calf.

Note about Pregnancy Testing
Careful consideration was given when selecting the cattle
for the sale offering in reference to A.I. service. We feel that
the majority of the cattle selling are safe to their A.I. date 
or the approximate due date that is given. Please make sure
that you do not confuse A.I. service date with approximate
due date. Some of the females that were only exposed to the
pasture sires are given an approximate due date in
correlation with the vet examination. While we cannot
guarantee A.I. service, we are confident that a large part of
the offering is A.I. safe. Any additional pregnancy testing
will be available on the sale supplement sheet.
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“Brock and I traveled nearly 14,000 miles, and we
felt that was the single best set of calves we saw in
one man’s pasture in 2017.”   – Bob May

“Robbie had the goods this year. One of the deepest,
best feeding sets of calves we were in. The running
gear and soundness were out of this world good.” 
– Steve Bonham

“One of the best sets of calves for a pasture sale of
2017! Awesome program. Robbie has it going on.”
– Tracy Goretska

“Vanhove Show Cattle had one of the best sets, if not
the best set, of cattle in South Dakota out of RCC
Bulls.“  – Wade Rodgers, Rodgers Cattle Company

“Of all the places I visited this past summer and fall,
the set of calves at Vanhove’s was by far and away
the deepest and soundest set.”  – Todd Caldwell

“The 2017 Vanhove pasture sale will go down in
history as one of the deepest and highest quality
groups to ever sell in the Midwest, with the top 10
steers grossing over $200,000. Watch for these
steers to make their mark, as they all landed in the
top steer traders’ hands. The consistency of quality is
a credit to the Vanhove cow base, and the upcoming
production sale is an opportunity to add those
bloodlines into your herd for years to come. This
year’s sale is a can’t-miss for established and
upcoming cattlemen.”   – Matt Lautner

“We drove through nine states last fall looking at
cattle, and by far the deepest set of calves we saw
from top to bottom was at Vanhove’s. Perfect
condition and presented top notch. Way to go, Rob!
That is the quality of cattle you can get from
Vanhove Cattle Company.”  – Travis Otterstad

CATALOG BY SOUTHWEST TYPESTYLES
JILL OTTERSTAD • (405) 317-1743

PHOTOGRAPHY BY LC PROMOTIONS
LACEY CAFFEE • (605) 299-6161
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Tag:  B481 • Spring 2014 • Black

Sire:  Adrenaline • Dam: 610 New Look X Anchor (Powerline’s dam)

Service: A.I. 6-11 Monopoly • P.E. Dakota Rush 6-12 to 8-14 • Safe A.I., due 3-21-18

This is what it’s all about. Probably one of the greatest genetic packages and phenotypic females
we’ve ever offered. A direct daughter of Hainy 610, Powerline’s dam, the legendary DCC New
Look X OCC Anchor female and the cornerstone of Roger Hainy’s program. Combine this
phenomenal female with Adrenaline (Meyer 734 X Windsor), and you create greatness! B481
looks exactly like what we expected from this mating. Look, power, body, bone, hair and the
predictability that all great ones possess. The production and value of this female are unlimited,
and only a coming four-year-old. Take her home and have some fun!

Vanhove Adrenaline B4811Lot
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Tag:  480 • Spring 2014 • Black

Sire:  Jax • Dam: Changing Lanes

Service: A.I. 6-20 Monopoly • P.E. Avalanche 6-23 to 8-10 • Safe A.I., due 3-30-18

When you get this catalog, just put five stars next to this amazing female! Jax was our Total
Solution X Carney Man sire that has only scratched the surface of the great females he is leaving
in our program. When you study this young coming four-year-old, make a point to look at her
feet…her huge feet. Look at the extra bone and stoutness, then look at the mass and body she
has. And then when you’re in awe of all that, she blows you away with her long, cool, sexy neck
and head design. And the cherry on top—she sells safe to Monopoly. The choice is clear…“480.”

Vanhove Jax 4802Lot
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Tag:  413 • Spring 2014 • Black/white face

Sire:  Damage Control • Dam: 190 Yellow Jacket

Service: A.I. 6-6 I Believe • P.E. Corona 6-14 to 8-11 • Safe A.I., due 3-16-18

How could you write a more proven pedigree than 413 has? Damage Control (Who Made Who
X Meyer 734) out of a Yellow Jacket. This phenomenal four-year-old will capture your attention
with her extra muscle shape, bone, stoutness, depth of body, softness and power in a sexy design,
long, perfect neck and shoulder and all the look and hair. To top it all off, she’s a baldy. 413 is
the total package for production and style.

Vanhove Damage Control 4133Lot
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Tag:  386 • Spring 2013 • Black

Sire:  Adrenaline • Dam: 2562 OCC Anchor

Service: A.I. 6-29 Man Among Boys • P.E. Chopped 6-30 to 8-16 • Safe A.I., due 4-8-18

A rare opportunity. We literally have 25 full sisters to this phenomenal powerhouse in the herd.
They work, folks. The 2562 donor has been a mainstay at Vanhove Cattle Company for 10 years,
and this OCC Anchor cow has left us some of the most productive, prolific and proven
Adrenaline and Irish Whiskey daughters we own. This doll looks just like the rest of them.
Sound from the ground up, bone and stoutness, three dimensional, square hipped and huge
backed. And when you look to her front one-third, then you really fall in love. Circle this one’s
number, buy her, take her home and take the guesswork out of mating her…she’ll work to all of
them! Full sister sells as Lot 41.

Vanhove Adrenaline 3864Lot
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Tag:  285 • Spring 2012 • Black

Sire:  Stimulus • Dam: 718 OCC Emblazon 854E

Service: A.I. 6-10 Fu Man Chu • P.E. Corona 6-14 to 8-11 • Safe A.I., due 3-20-18

This is what the ideal cow looks like. This is one of Robbie’s favorite females in the herd. An
own daughter of Stimulus (DCC New Look) out of a great Emblazon cow, she’ll make you stop
and stare for a long time, and she won’t disappoint. She is so powerful from the tip of her nose to
her tail. Huge hipped, whale bellied, stout boned, big footed and hairy, hairy, hairy! Check out
her Cerveza daughter, selling as Lot 50 (629). If you didn’t love her before you see her daughter,
you will then. Maternal sib sells as Lot 8 (319).

Vanhove Stimulus 2855Lot
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Tag:  Z270 • Spring 2012 • Black/white face

Sire:  Hot Sauce • Dam: H4 Meyer 734

Service: A.I. 6-25 Monopoly • P.E. Axelrod 6-26 to 8-14 • Safe A.I., due 4-4-18

Money maker deluxe! Power in the blood here with this super productive daughter of Hot Sauce,
our Hustler (Simmental) X Irish Whiskey son that keeps producing females that come to the top
of our herd year after year. Z270 has earned her way here, producing a $20,000 Monopoly steer
purchased by Bonham in 2015 and then turned around and produced a $10,000 Monopoly steer
in 2016. We are retaining her Payment Plan heifer this year, but holy moly—look who she’s bred
to again…Monopoly. Line up, folks. The guesswork is done for you. Z270 is truly one you can’t
afford to miss sale day.

Vanhove Hot Sauce Z2706Lot
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LOT 7

Only our best to the Dakota Classic!
This Adrenaline powerhouse is a
sleek, sexy fronted one that is level
topped, huge backed and square
hipped with plenty of middle and
bone. Out of our 083 OCC
Emblazon female (which could be
the best cow on the farm), this
young, cool built female will find
her way to your donor pen, packing
the extra power and punch of
today’s great producers. This one is
hard to part with. Her daughter
sells as Lot 113 (671).

Vanhove Adrenaline 3387Lot
Tag:  338 • Spring 2013 • Black
Sire:  Adrenaline • Dam: 083 OCC Emblazon 854E X SA 640 Anchor 864 632
Service: A.I. 6-23 Monopoly • P.E. Chopped 6-24 to 8-16 • Safe A.I., due 4-2-18

LOT 8

319 is one good looking beast. You
can go to a lot of sales looking for
the one female that is bred right,
sound from the ground up, stout
and hairy and has the sexy look to
produce those killer steers and
heifers. Here she is. Sired by our
great female maker Hot Sauce
(Hustler X Whiskey), out of a great
OCC Emblazon cow and bred to
the legend Monopoly, 319 has her
whole life of producing winners
ahead of her. Take her home and
start counting banners and dollars.
Maternal sib sells as Lot 5 (285).

Vanhove Hot Sauce 3198Lot
Tag:  319 • Spring 2013 • Black
Sire:  Hot Sauce • Dam: 718 OCC Emblazon 854E
Service: A.I. 6-9 Monopoly • P.E. Dakota Rush 6-12 to 8-14 • Safe A.I., due 3-19-18
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LOT 9
The Cattleman’s Kind! We love our
GCC Whizard 125W daughters,
and if you own some, we bet you
love them too. If you don’t own one,
here’s the one you need. How would
you change this doll? Sound from
the ground up, huge feet and legs,
big, square hip and top, freaky
necked, cool baldy head and sow
bellied. Her MAB red baldy heifer
sold to Texas this year for $8,000,
and the Monopoly she’s carrying
will hit it out of the park! If you’re
serious about owning the right kind
built for today’s times, A363 is the
one to tie to.

Vanhove Whizard A3639Lot
Tag:  A363 • Spring 2013 • Black/white face
Sire:  Whizard • Dam: W915 Angus
Service: A.I. 6-7 Monopoly • P.E. Chopped 6-24 to 8-16 • Safe A.I., due 3-17-18

LOT 10

Who doesn’t like a cool baldy? 
This Harwood 209 X Duff First
Look bred female may be as well
built as any in the entire sale
offering. Gazelle necked, huge
backed, square hipped, perfect
structured and coon footed with 
all the dimension and swoop to her
belly you could ask for in a young,
productive cow. Roger Hainy knew
what he was doing when he used
the Harwood 209 bull—his
daughters look like peas in a pod,
sound to the ground and cool
designed.

Vanhove Harwood A39110Lot
Tag:  A391 • Spring 2013 • Black/white face
Sire:  Harwood 209 • Dam: U845 First Look
Service: A.I. 6-28 Monopoly • P.E. Avalanche 6-29 to 8-10 • Safe A.I., due 4-7-18

Daughter of Lot 9
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LOT 11

Bringing our power to the Dakota
Classic! This tank represents what
the next generation of genetics at
Vanhove Cattle Company looks
like. An own daughter of SAV
Bismarck out of an Irish Whiskey
female. The Angus X Whiskey
pedigree has documented proven
production here and across the
entire country. If you like body,
hair, bone and look with big feet
and legs, A388 will blow you away.
Coming five years old, she has
value and earning potential that 
are unlimited.

Vanhove Bismarck A38811Lot
Tag:  A388 • Spring 2013 • Black
Sire:  SAV Bismarck • Dam: Y101 Irish Whiskey
Service: A.I. 6-21 I Believe • P.E. Dakota Rush 6-23 to 8-14 • Safe A.I., due 3-31-18

CHUBBY, CHUBBY, CHUBBY! We just couldn’t picture them all, but this is one we should have. What a
powerhouse! These Total Solution daughters are representative of the great genetic package he brings to the
table—Who Made Who, Habanero, Meyer 734, Power Plant. If you are looking for power, stoutness, body and
look, A372 checks all the boxes and comes from one of the best producing Strictly Business females on the farm.

Vanhove Total Solution A37212Lot
Tag:  A372 • Spring 2013 • Black
Sire:  Total Solution • Dam: Y129 Strictly Business
Service: A.I. 6-8 Fu Man Chu • P.E. Dakota Rush 6-12 to 8-14 • Safe A.I., due 3-18-18

Cow Power! These Damage Control females are the foundation of all the great cows in our program. Damage
Control was a bull we selected from the K– herd in Oklahoma. Dean Kephart was a master in mating the right
kind to the right kind. Blending Who Made Who and Meyer 734 stacked the maternal power into one predictable
sire. You’ll really appreciate this female’s huge body and dimension, stout bone and feet and her overall balance.
246 is out of a legendary OCC Legend daughter. Power in the blood, ladies and gentlemen.

Vanhove Damage Control 24613Lot
Tag:  246 • Spring 2012 • Black
Sire:  Damage Control • Dam: OCC Legend
Service: A.I. 6-22 I Believe • P.E. Dakota Rush 6-23 to 8-14 • Safe A.I., due 4-1-18
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LOT 14
Beast on a Leash. This is without a
doubt the most proven cow family
in our program. We’ve sold
numerous ET full sisters to this
great female that have gone on to
be top producers across the country.
Last year, a full sister sold to Brad
Otto in Iowa and continues to lead
his herd for production. The Irish
Whiskey X OCC Freestyle blend of
genetics never misses. You’ll love
this female for her overall body,
dimension, mass and rib shape in 
a super attractive, sound package.
Genetics and look all in one!
Maternal sister sells as Lot 15.

Vanhove Whiskey Z23014Lot
Tag:  Z230 • Spring 2012 • Black
Sire:  Irish Whiskey • Dam: 135 OCC Freestyle
Service: A.I. 6-12 Monopoly • P.E. Dakota Rush 6-14 to 8-14 • Safe A.I., due 3-22-18

LOT 15

Don’t miss this cow! This super
productive female comes again
from the most productive cow
family on the place. The Duff 135
OCC Freestyle daughter has left her
mark at Vanhove Cattle Company
for look, power and marketability.
This Hot Sauce daughter will make
you take a second look sale day at
her extra muscle, dimension, body
and look. Mated to the legendary
Monopoly, Z262 will lie down and
have you a smoker! Maternal sister
to Lot 14.

Vanhove Hot Sauce Z26215Lot
Tag:  Z262 • Spring 2012 • Black
Sire:  Hot Sauce • Dam: 135 OCC Freestyle
Service: A.I. 6-9 Monopoly • P.E. Dakota Rush 6-12 to 8-14 • Safe A.I., due 3-19-18
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LOT 16

This one is hard to let go! This kind
of cow doesn’t come along every
day. When you combine Hot Sauce,
our Hustler Simmental X Whiskey
sire, with Witch Doctor, you get that
razor fronted, long bodied, three
dimensional, huge boned, big
footed beast with all the muscle and
shape that you could ask for in a
female. Two years ago, Matt
Lautner purchased her Monopoly
steer calf for $12,000, and oh, my
goodness…she’s bred back that way
again.

Vanhove Hot Sauce Z20216Lot
Tag:  Z202 • Spring 2012 • Black/white face
Sire:  Hot Sauce • Dam: M222 Witch Doctor
Service: A.I. 6-14 Monopoly • P.E. No Pressure 6-17 to 8-10 • Safe A.I., due 3-24-18

LOT 17

WOW! All you choke of the neck
lovers, gather around! This
Whiskey, Doc, Meyer 734 bred
maternal machine will blow you
away with her skeletal makeup,
moderate design, soundness and
ultra cool look. Everyone would
love to have a pasture full of females
that look like this. The Man Among
Boys calf in her belly will be one we
all will be talking about this fall.

Vanhove Whiskey Son Y17717Lot
Tag:  Y177 • Spring 2011 • Black/white face
Sire:  Irish Whiskey Son • Dam: U817 Doc X Meyer 734
Service: A.I. 6-22 Man Among Boys • P.E. Chopped 6-27 to 8-16 • Safe A.I., due 4-1-18
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Tag:  289 • Spring 2012 • Black
Sire:  Powerline • Dam: M227 Witch Doctor
Service: A.I. 7-2 Fu Man Chu • P.E. Chopped 7-3 to 8-16

Safe A.I., due 4-11-18
Power in the blood. You talk about a stacked pedigree—
Powerline (Duff Baseline X Duff New Look) out of a
Witch Doctor X Anchor female. Generations of proven,
productive and predictable genetics in this super
attractive, huge hipped, stout legged, cool necked young
female. 2016 was the first time 289 was bred clubby, and
her Fu Man Chu steer sold for $7,500 in our fall pasture
sale. She sells bred back the same way. These Angus-
sired females give you all the maternal power you could
ask for in a super cool, sound, soft package.

Vanhove Powerline 28918Lot

Tag:  Y180 • Spring 2011 • Black
Sire:  Irish Whiskey Son • Dam: 115 Angus
Service: A.I. 6-9 Man Among Boys • P.E. Rodger That 

6-14 to 8-12 • Safe A.I., due 3-19-18
History repeats itself again and again. The Whiskey X
Angus combination has proven predictability for
generations. Y180 is a model for what the ideal cow
should look like. Super sound in her design from the
ground up, extra dimension through the center of her
body, long and three dimensional in her hip yet so
smooth and feminine.

Vanhove Whiskey Son Y18019Lot

Tag:  Y138 • Spring 2011 • Black
Sire:  Hot Sauce • Dam: 399 Duff Angus
Service: A.I. 7-5 Fu Man Chu • P.E. Chopped 7-10 to 8-16

Safe A.I., due 4-14-18
This cow is a can’t miss. Safe to the legendary Fu Man
Chu, the resulting calf can and will pay for this female 
in the first year you own her. Her unbelievable design
combined with a near perfect structure, cool look and
long first one-third in a moderate, soft body makes Y138
one you’ll mark many stars by sale day. Maternal sib sells
as Lot 21 (A342).

Vanhove Hot Sauce Y13820Lot
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Tag:  A342 • Spring 2013 • Black
Sire:  Irish Whiskey Son • Dam: 399 Duff Angus
Service: A.I. 6-17 Black Power Play • P.E. Chopped 6-27 to 8-16

Safe A.I., due 3-27-18
These Irish Whiskey granddaughters continue to
impress the most critical cattlemen across the country,
and the Whiskey X Angus females have paved the road
for Griswold Cattle Company, Stillwater, OK. This super
stout, big footed tank packs the extra muscle shape, bone
and power to produce those champions of tomorrow.
Maternal sib sells as Lot 20 (Y138).

Vanhove Whiskey Son A34221Lot

Tag:  A384 • Spring 2013 • Black/white face
Sire:  Whizard • Dam: 315 Duff Angus
Service: A.I. 6-25 Here I Am • P.E. Corona 6-27 to 8-11

Safe A.I., due 4-4-18
Young cows like these are hard to find. Another daughter
of the “cow power” sire GCC Whizard 125W and out of
one of the most powerful Duff Angus females in our
pastures. The body, look, soundness and long, cool neck
and head on this female are what dreams are made of.
We sold a $34,000 Here I Am steer in our pasture sale
this fall out of a Whizard X Angus female that looks just
like this one, and the good news is, this one sells safe to
Here I Am. Maternal sib sells as Lot 28 (B485).

Vanhove Whizard A38422Lot

Tag:  315 • Spring 2013 • Black
Sire:  Whizard • Dam: W901 SAV Final Answer X OCC Legend
Service: A.I. 6-18 Here I Am • P.E. Corona 6-20 to 8-11

Safe A.I., due 3-28-18
We love our Whizards, and this coming five-year-old
daughter of the “cow maker” GCC Whizard 125W out 
of a Final Answer X OCC Legend will totally impress
you for her design, body, look and softness. 315’s best
days are only ahead of her, and the Here I Am calf she’s
carrying could really ring the bell this fall. Take the
guesswork out of your buying decision. Whizard, Final
Answer, OCC Legend bred to undoubtedly one of the
hottest sires in the country, Here I Am. Cash the check!

Vanhove Whizard 31523Lot
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Tag:  A371 • Spring 2013 • Black
Sire:  Merlin • Dam: P404 Ice Breaker X Cigar
Service: A.I. 6-10 Monopoly • P.E. Dakota Rush 6-14 to 8-14

Safe A.I., due 3-20-18
Old school genetics meet today’s proven sire in this
young, stout made, hairy tank. A371 is a daughter of
GCC Merlin, our powerful GCC Whizard 125W son out
of GCC Miss Sioux 8/47U, the legendary Irish Whiskey
donor at Griswold Cattle Company. These Merlins are
just stouter, deeper and sounder and have that look we
all try to find. When you combine that with a
tremendous Ice Breaker X Cigar maternal genetic
package on her dam’s side, you get the best of both
worlds—power, style and balance.

Vanhove Merlin A37124Lot

Tag:  Y159 • Spring 2011 • Black/white face
Sire:  Harwood 209 • Dam: N15 Chill Factor
Service: A.I. 6-19 Monopoly • P.E. Dakota Rush 6-23 to 8-14

Safe A.I., due 3-29-18
Color is in, and this super complete, high volumed, cool
made baldy is one of our favorites for her moderate size,
huge body, long neck and smooth shoulder. These
Harwood 209 females flat out work, and with an extra
shot of maternal power from Chill Factor, Y159 can get
the job done for you.

Vanhove Harwood Y15925Lot

Tag:  Y155 • Spring 2011 • Black/white face
Sire:  Harwood 209 • Dam: R12 Southern Comfort
Service: A.I. none • P.E. Rodger That 6-8 to 8-12

Safe P.E., due 3-29-18
When we purchased the Roger Hainy herd, it was cows
like this that proved just how great a cow man Roger 
was and is. Y155 is an own daughter of the legendary
Harwood 209 bull, who left daughters with body,
dimension, perfect structure, huge feet and that front
pasture look and style. Females like this can be so
versatile to produce show steers and heifers and be used
as a foundation female for a purebred Simmental or
Maine-Anjou program.

Vanhove Harwood Y15526Lot
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Tag:  009 • Spring 2010 • Black/white face
Sire:  Duff Hobart Son • Dam: 701 Meyer 734 Son
Service: A.I. 6-18 Black Power Play • P.E. Dakota Rush 

6-21 to 8-14 • Safe A.I., due 3-28-18
Power and balance all in one. Females like this don’t just
happen, it takes years of stacking proven genetic
pedigrees to create a female with the bone, mass, depth
of body, foot size, dimension and productivity of 009.
Cows like this are designed to make you money for years
to come.

Vanhove Hobart Son 00927Lot

Tag:  B485 • Spring 2014 • Black
Sire:  Damage Control • Dam: 315 Duff Angus
Service: A.I. 6-13 Fu Man Chu • P.E. Dakota Rush 6-14 to 8-14

Safe A.I., due 23-18
Another young, productive Damage Control daughter
that combines the genetics of Who Made Who, Meyer
734 and Duff Angus. Maternal power at its best. Super
sound and stout, all in a fault free design. Give this gal a
year and she’ll prove her value and ability to produce
cattle worthy of the front pasture. Maternal sib sells as
Lot 22 (A384).

Vanhove Damage Control B48528Lot

Tag:  B439 • Spring 2014 • Black
Sire:  Irishman • Dam: 863 Jauer Angus
Service: A.I. 6-11 Fu Man Chu • P.E. No Pressure 6-17 to 8-10

Safe A.I., due 3-21-18
This super made, complete, freak necked female
combines all the power and predictability of Irish
Whiskey through her sire, Irishman, with the easy
fleshing, moderate size and cool look from her Jauer
Angus dam. A young, stout made, huge footed, sound
female with her whole life ahead of her. Cows like this
are the kind to own.

Vanhove Irishman B43929Lot
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Tag:  2016 • Spring 2012 • Charolais

Sire:  Basic Instinct • Dam: Yellow Jacket

Service: A.I. 6-26 Monopoly • P.E. Chopped 6-26 to 8-16 • Safe A.I., due 4-5-18

Body. Body. Body. This “power cow” puts it all together with the total mass and dimension of the
truly great donors. This kind of female never goes out of style. Muscle and bone to burn with
extra belly and body, and talk about look with the style to produce those smoker steers and show
heifers! The Charolais X Monopoly cross is at the top of everyone’s list each year, and 2016 will
top the list for you next fall with the Monopoly in her belly. Don’t pass up an opportunity to add
a game changer to your program. 2016 is that kind of female.

Vanhove Basic Instinct 201630Lot
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Tag:  462 • Spring 2014 • Purebred Charolais

Sire:  TR Mr Fire Water 5792RET • Dam: 6681 Ice Bucket

Service: A.I. 6-8 Monopoly • P.E. Dakota Rush 6-12 to 8-14 • Safe A.I., due 3-18-18

A purebred Charolais ground pounder! The full sister to this beast dominated the Charolais
show ring a few years ago for Chloe Griswold, and now you have the opportunity to own this
massive built power cow, bred to the legend Monopoly. The Monopoly X Charolais blend of
genetics has worked time and time again. This huge bodied, Clydesdale footed, stout made
female will lay down and have your next great one. A daughter of the proven TR Mr Fire Water
out of an Ice Bucket is a can’t-miss bred, either clubby or purebred Charolais.

Vanhove Fire Water 46231Lot
Full sister to Lot 31
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the  Bred  Heifers
We are so proud to bring you this set of bred heifers. We know you have many choices to
select from across the country, but this group of females represents a lifetime of a program
dedicated to producing maternal designed, structurally sound, productive females that still
give you the look and phenotype to produce those killer steers and show heifers.

EVERY SINGLE FEMALE in this offering was mated, born, raised, developed, bred and
presented on this farm. No exceptions! We are committed to following our plan of stacking
proven genetics on top of proven genetics on top of proven genetics. We believe in selecting
herd sires from some of the most prolific programs in the U.S. that will take our program to
the next level of maternal perfection and productivity.

If this set of females doesn’t perform for you, we want to know about it. But one thing is for
sure, they are sound, they are gentle, they are bred to all the right bulls and, most
importantly, they are designed to make you money. Buy with confidence.
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Tag:  644 • Spring 2016 • Black

Sire:  Damage Control • Dam: 971 OCC Legend X Meyer 734

Service: A.I. 5-22 Gold Standard • P.E. Gold Standard Son 5-27 to 7-26 • Safe A.I., due 3-1-18

This is the kind we wish we were keeping. How could you put more rib shape, dimension and
body in one? 644 has plenty of power but at the same time gives you that killer look, eye appeal
and feminine attractive package. Stack Damage Control, OCC Legend and Meyer 734 on top,
bred to GCC Gold Standard, and get ready to start cashing checks. Show steers, heifers or
bulls—this one will raise them all.

Vanhove Damage Control 64440Lot
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Tag:  673 • Spring 2016 • Black

Sire:  Adrenaline • Dam: 2562 OCC Anchor

Service: A.I. 5-26 Bismarck • P.E. Gold Standard Son 5-27 to 7-26 • Safe A.I., due 3-5-18

Holy smokers! This one is a beast. We are so proud of this entire sale offering of bred females,
and ones like this really get us excited. When you start looking for females to add to your
program, how one is built should be at the top of your wish list. 673 starts with as good a base
with huge feet and legs as any in the sale, then combine the extra dimension through her
middle, down her top and into a super square, level, thick hip. All this power and strength yet so
attractive through her front one-third and an ideal head and neck. The SAV Bismarck calf she’s
carrying could be a great one. Full sister sells as Lot 4.

Vanhove Adrenaline 67341Lot
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Tag:  509C • Fall 2015 • Black

Sire:  Merlin • Dam: Z240 Blackwatch

Service: A.I. 5-25 Powerline • P.E. Powerline Son 5-27 to 7-22 • Safe A.I., due 3-4-18

When Kent Jaecke saw this female, all he said was, “WOW!” This unbelievable Merlin daughter
will absolutely rock your world! Phenotypically as nice as you could draw one, flawless structure
and design with a front one-third you can only dream about. 509C’s dam is by GCC Blackwatch,
which includes such great Angus genetics as OCC Anchor, OCC Just Right, EXT, OCC
Emblazon and the legendary cow Dixie Erica 814A. Combine this genetic base with GCC
Whizard and Irish Whiskey, and you’ve created maternal perfection.

Vanhove Merlin 509C42Lot
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Tag:  511C • Fall 2015 • Black/white face

Sire:  Merlin • Dam: 276

Service: A.I. 5-25 Powerline • P.E. Powerline Son 5-27 to 7-22 • Safe P.E., due 3-26-18

Here’s a striking female with all the eye appeal and look in the world that offers a little more
performance and size. 511C is cool necked, has a massive rib shape and swoop to her belly and
pulls it all together with her perfect structure, huge feet and that little extra bone and stoutness.
These Merlin daughters give you the look and power.

Vanhove Merlin 511C43Lot
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Tag:  177 • Spring 2016 • Black/white face

Sire:  Powerline • Dam: Damage Control

Service: A.I. 5-31 Gold Standard • P.E. Gold Standard Son 6-2 to 7-26 • Safe A.I., due 3-10-18

Holy cow! If you’ve ever wanted to own one with that backdrop look or to produce one, here she
is. Phenotypically, they can’t come any better. 177 is absolutely stunning through her front one-
third yet is so soft middled and stout with a perfect hip and hind leg structure. These Powerline
X Damage Control cross females give you all the best from a genetic package, stacking Angus,
Who Made Who and Meyer 734 into a proven pedigree. Safe to the calving ease king GCC 
Gold Standard doesn’t hurt one bit.

Vanhove Powerline 17744Lot
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Tag:  667 • Spring 2016 • Black

Sire:  Cerveza • Dam: Chill Factor X Anchor

Service: A.I. 6-7 Ridin In Style • P.E. Gold Standard Son 6-9 to 7-26 • Safe A.I., due 3-17-18

Hold the phone! Calling all serious cattlemen, come a running! This powerful daughter of
Cerveza combines a genetic pedigree of all the great ones—Irish Whiskey, Chill Factor, 
OCC Anchor and Cunia. Just take a second look at the overall body and rib shape, bone and
stoutness, extra shot of muscle and power, yet she pulls it all together into a sleek, cool look. 
Safe to the great Silveiras Style son Ridin In Style. What more could you ask for?

Vanhove Cerveza 66745Lot
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Tag:  626 • Spring 2016 • Red/white

Sire:  Dakota Gold • Dam: 917 Double Vision

Service: A.I. 6-4 Gold Standard • P.E. Dakota Complete 6-9 to 7-22 • Safe A.I., due 3-14-18

The three words that best describe 626: Body. Body. Body. This one is really different in her
design and pedigree. A Dakota Gold out of a Double Vision, this freaky fronted, whale bellied,
huge topped, square hipped female never gives you a bad look. Add the extra foot size, pipe 
and shag, and you have one that will raise those rare ones!

Vanhove Dakota Gold 62646Lot
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Tag:  661 • Spring 2016 • Black/white face

Sire:  Broker • Dam: Northern Improvement

Service: A.I. 5-25 Blaze of Glory • P.E. Gold Standard Son 5-27 to 7-26 • Safe A.I., due 3-4-18

You could write an entire book on the success and strength on Mr HOC Broker and his
contributions to the beef cattle industry, and this daughter doesn’t disappoint you either. An
own daughter of the Simmental king Broker out of an awesome Northern Improvement female.
The Broker X Angus cross clicks every time. Just look at the body and dimension combined
with a maternal sound structure and look. This baldy machine will give you years of predictable
production, and the Blaze of Glory calf she’s carrying will be registerable 3/4 Simmental. Full
sister sells as Lot 99 (669).

Vanhove Broker 66147Lot
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Tag:  648 • Spring 2016 • Black/white face

Sire:  Adrenaline Junkie • Dam: 116 RSVP

Service: A.I. 5-26 Sub Zero • P.E. Gold Standard Son 5-27 to 7-26 • Safe A.I., due 3-5-18

This one gets us excited about the cattle business. 648 is a daughter of one maternally powerful
RSVP cow that brings home a good one every year. Appreciate this female for her feet and legs
that carry a bigger, deeper body, stronger top and squarer, longer hip. If you’re looking for one
to add power and body to your herd, this good looking star-faced doll is the one you should
circle in the catalog sale day.

Vanhove AJ 64848Lot
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LOT 49

If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it. This
phenomenal female is a result of
undoubtedly the most proven
mating at Vanhove Cattle
Company—Adrenaline (Meyer 734
X Windsor) and our legendary
OCC Anchor daughter, 2562. We
have over 25 full sisters to this
female in the herd, and they all can
get the job done. No matter what
you are trying to raise—show steers
and heifers, bulls or replacement
females, these females do it! 6004 is
one we hate to see leave. You’re
going to really appreciate her huge
body and mass, sleek front, cool
shoulder and neck and love her
powerful top, hip and hind leg. To
top it all off, she’s another baldy!Vanhove Adrenaline 600449Lot

Tag:  6004 • Spring 2016 • Black/white face
Sire:  Adrenaline • Dam: 2562 Anchor
Service: A.I. 6-8 Gold Standard • P.E. Dakota Complete 6-9 to 7-22 • Safe A.I., due 3-18-18-18

LOT 50

We have reached to the very top
shelf to bring you this powerhouse.
629 is absolutely flawless in her
design, structure and movement.
Royally bred, sired by Cerveza and
out of the great Lot 5 top producing
female in this sale offering, she is
big boned, huge footed, square
hipped and soft middled with hair
to burn. Take a long, hard look at
her picture. You will love her from
any angle.

Vanhove Cerveza 62950Lot
Tag:  629 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  Cerveza • Dam: 285 Stimulus X Emblazon
Service: A.I. none • P.E. Dakota Complete 6-11 to 7-22 • Safe P.E., due 3-21-18
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LOT 51

We love our Cerveza females!
Arguably the greatest producing
Irish Whiskey son ever, and this
super stout made, huge hipped,
deep sided, big footed female looks
just like all the great producing
Whiskeys. Power and look in one!

Vanhove Cerveza 601851Lot
Tag:  6018 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  Cerveza • Dam: Y134 Harwood 209
Service: A.I. 5-23 Sub Zero • P.E. Gold Standard Son 5-27 to 7-26 • Safe A.I., due 3-2-18

LOT 52

This is one very unique package,
combining all the look, bone, hair
and muscle shape into an ultra
complete, long fronted, huge footed,
soft bellied moderate package. Note
the maternal genetics of Cerveza,
Harwood 209 and DCC First Look.
Maine, Simmental and Angus
genetics in one sharp female.

Vanhove Cerveza 69552Lot
Tag:  695 • Spring 2016 • Black/white face
Sire:  Cerveza • Dam: A335 209 Harwood
Service: A.I. 6-6 Bismarck • P.E. Gold Standard Son 6-9 to 7-26 • Safe A.I., due 3-16-18
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LOT 53

This moderate framed, sound
structured, three dimensional
female will really catch your eye for
her balance and style. If you could
sit down and write a pedigree with
all of your favorite sires in one
genetic package, you likely would
include Who Made Who, Meyer
734, Power Plant, GCC Whizard
and Irish Whiskey—623 has all of
these legends in her pedigree.
Carrying the service of the Angus
legend SAV Bismarck could result
in maternal greatness.

Vanhove Merlin 62353Lot
Tag:  623 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  Merlin • Dam: 887 Total Solution
Service: A.I. 6-2 Bismarck • P.E. Gold Standard Son 6-6 to 7-26 • Safe A.I., due 3-12-18

LOT 54

The power and mass in these
Merlin daughters never disappoint.
This Merlin daughter is out of a
super young, productive Duff New
Edition daughter that has brought
home one of the highest performing
calves each year. The predictability
and proven genetic strength of this
female is unlimited. Combine this
with her body capacity, extra bone
and stout structure, and you have a
future brood cow built for years of
production.

Vanhove Merlin 61854Lot
Tag:  618 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  Merlin • Dam: 003 New Edition
Service: A.I. 5-27 Sub Zero • P.E. Dakota Complete 5-31 to 7-22 • Safe A.I., due 3-6-18
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LOT 55

Power from any angle. This super
complete, whale bellied, ultra sleek
designed female will blow you away
with body, mass and power, but 676
also gives you that killer look, style,
hair and bone to burn. A daughter
of the cow maker Powerline. Her
Merlin X Outer Limits dam
produced a $12,000 Fu Man Chu
steer that sold in our fall pasture
sale. Power, pedigree and
production all in one amazing
package.

Vanhove Powerline 67655Lot
Tag:  676 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  Powerline • Dam: 304A Merlin X Outer Limits
Service: A.I. 6-2 Gold Standard • P.E. Dakota Complete 6-6 to 7-22

Safe A.I., due 3-12-18

Truly one of the very best females in the sale, and we have no picture. You just need to come to the sale and 
see her for yourself. A daughter of Adrenaline Junkie, our Adrenaline X OCC Anchor sire. You’ll really be
overwhelmed with the total body dimension, perfect structure and design and the power in this moderate,
chubby, stout made yet cool built and hairy herd changer. If you could see her OCC Legend X Chill Factor dam,
there would be no question that you need to own this power cow.

Vanhove AJ 601256Lot
Tag:  6012 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  Adrenaline Junkie • Dam: U850 OCC Legend
Service: A.I. 6-2 Sub Zero • P.E. Dakota Complete 6-6 to 7-22 • Safe A.I., due 3-12-18

The impact that Irish Whiskey has had on the beef cattle and more specifically the club calf business is
unmatched, but possibly his greatest contributions are through the production of his granddaughters. This huge
bellied, three dimensional powerhouse is a result of the Irish Whiskey X Angus mating. Predictable, proven
production is what you’ll get from this female.

Vanhove Hobart 441 64057Lot
Tag:  640 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  MAF Hobart 441 • Dam: 357 Powerline
Service: A.I. 6-4 Gold Standard • P.E. Dakota Complete 6-6 to 7-22 • Safe A.I., due 3-14-18
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LOT 58

Profile and pedigree overload! How
could you design one any better?
This ultra attractive female gives
you a little extra length and look
but still has the power and body
along with the feet and legs you’d
want in a future donor. A daughter
of our Chopper X TCTC Patton
bull, Chopped, this beautifully
designed female will earn a second
look sale day. Selling safe in calf to
Gold Standard adds one more
proven pedigree to the mix.

Vanhove Chopped 600658Lot
Tag:  6006 • Spring 2016 • Black/star face
Sire:  Chopped • Dam: Z279 Hot Sauce
Service: A.I. 5-28 Gold Standard • P.E. Dakota Complete 5-31 to 7-22

Safe A.I., due 3-7-18

Color and power all in one cool package. Why wasn’t this beast pictured? This silver baldy will really impress you
with her body, mass, extra dimension and moderate frame. Put her in motion and watch her set those huge feet
down with authority and confidence. Chubby, cool made females like this one raise the freaks.

Vanhove Payment Plan 61159Lot
Tag:  611 • Spring 2016 • Charolais
Sire:  Payment Plan • Dam: 741 Charolais
Service: A.I. none • P.E. Dakota Complete 6-9 to 7-22 • Safe P.E., due 3-19-18

Another great Merlin daughter out of a Beat the Heat female that gives you a little more performance, frame and
look. For all of you long necked, profile lovin’, cool designed buyers, 508C is your ticket to success.

Vanhove Merlin 508C60Lot
Tag:  508C • Fall 2015 • Black
Sire:  Merlin • Dam: X065 Beat the Heat
Service: A.I. 5-24 Powerline • P.E. Powerline Son 5-27 to 7-22 • Safe A.I., due 3-3-18
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LOT 61

Here’s another one of the really
complete, squarer hipped, thicker
made Adrenaline daughters. She
will make a cow. These 2562
daughters are so impressive for
their maternal look, power, bone
and body and their perfect
structure and design. Only because
we have several full sisters in the
herd are we letting you have the
opportunity to purchase these
proven powerhouses.

Vanhove Adrenaline 68761Lot
Tag:  687 • Spring 2016 • Black/white face
Sire:  Adrenaline • Dam: 2562 OCC Anchor
Service: A.I. 6-3 Bismarck • P.E. Gold Standard Son 6-6 to 7-26 • Safe A.I., due 3-13-18

LOT 62

Have you purchased your ticket to
the freak show? Here is a true freak
of a beast, an own daughter of the
maternal legend Cerveza out of one
huge bodied, powerful Northern
Improvement cow. If you’re in
search of that “never ever” female,
maternal bred with all the power,
bone, body, extra hair and look, 
654 checks all the boxes.

Vanhove Cerveza 65462Lot
Tag:  654 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  Cerveza • Dam: T725 Northern Improvement
Service: A.I. 5-27 Sub Zero • P.E. Gold Standard Son 5-31 to 7-26 • Safe A.I., due 3-6-18
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LOT 63

What a maternal dynamo! A
daughter of our Irish Whiskey X
2562 female and sired by “Hobie
Cat,” our new Angus bull we
purchased from Mogck Angus,
Tripp, SD, who is a powerful, soft
made son of Duff Hobart. How
would you change this female?
Check out the depth and volume
this sweetheart has along with the
hip and hind leg that all the great
ones have. Power, pedigree and
predictable production all in one
sexy package.

Vanhove Hobart 441 68563Lot
Tag:  685 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  MAF Hobart 441 • Dam: 397 Irish Whiskey X 2562 OCC Anchor
Service: A.I. 5-24 Sub Zero • P.E. Gold Standard Son 5-27 to 7-26 • Safe A.I., due 3-3-18

LOT 64

As good looking a female as there
is in the sale. Period. Here’s a
Payment Plan daughter with a little
different twist on the bottom side
of her pedigree—Carney Man X
6807. You’ll really appreciate this
deeper, stouter female for her
overall shape and straight lines.
Maternally bred as rich as any
heifer in the sale, she’s a great
brood cow in the making.

Vanhove Payment Plan 64964Lot
Tag:  649 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  Payment Plan • Dam: Y141 Carney Man
Service: A.I. none • P.E. Dakota Complete 6-9 to 7-22 • Safe P.E., due 4-9-18
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LOT 65

This maternal bred force of nature
has been a favorite of all visitors
this past fall and winter. She never
gives you a bad look. What presence
and look she possesses, yet she ties
it all together with all the body,
shape, softness, stoutness and bone
you would want. Dead level top and
hip with the perfect angles into her
hind leg and shoulder neck
junctions. Structurally as good as
we can build one. Maternally bred
with two shots of Irish Whiskey,
Whizard and BC Lookout. The
guesswork has been taken out,
ladies and gentlemen.

Vanhove Merlin 506C65Lot
Tag:  506C • Fall 2015 • Black/white face
Sire:  Merlin • Dam: X012 Lookout
Service: A.I. 5-25 Powerline • P.E. Powerline Son 5-27 to 7-22 • Safe A.I., due 3-4-18

LOT 66

These fall bred heifers are really
good. We held over a handful of
these fall females…they are bigger,
stouter and from the same proven
cow families as the rest of the bred
heifers. 519C is one of our favorites.
Another direct daughter of Merlin
out of our super proven power cow
135 and own daughter of Irish
Whiskey. A double shot of Whiskey
combined with the look, body,
soundness and stoutness this female
carries can only lead to great days
ahead for the new owner.

Vanhove Merlin 519C66Lot
Tag:  519C • Fall 2015 • Black/white face
Sire:  Merlin • Dam: Z210 Irish Whiskey
Service: A.I. 5-24 Powerline • P.E. Powerline Son 5-27 to 7-22 • Safe A.I., due 3-3-18
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LOT 67

This is a sweet fronted, square
hipped female that is tremendous
on her feet and legs and gives you
all the dimension and body of your
next great momma cow. She is
sired by Chopped, our Chopper X 
TCTC Patton son, and goes back
to a super productive Adrenaline
cow. Power. Pedigree. Look. 690
has it all.

Vanhove Chopped 69067Lot
Tag:  690 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  Chopped • Dam: Z227 Adrenaline
Service: A.I. 5-25 Gold Standard • P.E. Gold Standard Son 5-27 to 7-26 • Safe A.I., due 3-4-18

LOT 68

Old school genetics/new look
female. This Total Solution X
Merger X OCC Emblazon female
will impress you with her super soft
body plus perfect design and
structure. Add the extra bone, foot
size and hair coat, and she makes
the choice clear. Buy this one and
never take a dollar less for her the
rest of her life.

Vanhove Total Solution 65568Lot
Tag:  655 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  Total Solution • Dam: B423 Merger
Service: A.I. 6-6 Gold Standard • P.E. Gold Standard Son 6-9 to 7-26 • Safe A.I., due 3-16-18
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Tag:  511 • Fall 2015 • Black
Sire:  Basin Instinct Son • Dam: Cotton (Godfather Son)
Service: A.I. 6-1 Daddys Money • P.E. Dakota Complete 

6-2 to 7-22 • Safe A.I., due 3-11-18
This female will have a lot of friends come sale day. 
So complete, sound and functional in a moderate and
stunning profile package. Duff Basic Instinct, Cotton,
The Godfather and Dixie Erica 814A all show up in this
gal’s pedigree. The Daddys Money baby in her belly
could more than pay for her and give you a lifetime of
proven production for little to no investment.

Vanhove BI Son 51169Lot

Tag:  507 • Fall 2015 • Black
Sire:  Damage Control • Dam: 907 Duff New Look
Service: A.I. 6-3 Powerline • P.E. Dakota Complete 6-6 to 7-22

Safe P.E., due 4-9-18
Brood cow deluxe in the making. This massive, square
built, chubby, chubby power cow really gives you that
stout look with an awesome structure from the ground
up. Combine this with a genetic package including Who
Made Who, Meyer 734, Dixie Erica and New Look, and
you have a female destined for the donor pen. Full sister
sells as Lot 71.

Vanhove Damage Control 50770Lot

Tag:  544 • Fall 2015 • Black
Sire:  Damage Control • Dam: 907 Duff New Look
Service: A.I. 6-12 Gold Standard • P.E. Dakota Complete 

6-13 to 7-22 • Safe A.I., due 3-22-18
Power in the pedigree here! This three dimensional,
huge bodied, soft middled female is a full sister to the
507 powerhouse selling as Lot 70. You really need to
appreciate this massive female for her look, style and
extra bone and her hair coat. We think she will raise 
the great ones. Proof is in the blood. Who Made Who,
Meyer 734, New Look and a shot of power from 
Dixie Erica 814A.

Vanhove Damage Control 54471Lot
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LOT 72

Body. Body. Body. What a beast!
6007 really tips the scale for overall
width, dimension and power. 
Super bone and big, sound feet to
carry this load. If you like them
stouter with big backs, longer,
square, level hipped and belly
dragging, this female is for you.
These Powerline females make
awesome cows, and this power -
house really comes to the top.

Vanhove Powerline 600772Lot
Tag:  6007 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  Powerline • Dam: B429 Wide Open
Service: A.I. none • P.E. Dakota Complete 5-31 to 7-22 • Safe P.E., due 3-30-18

LOT 73

We have concentrated for years 
on producing maternal genetics 
by stacking pedigrees of proven,
prolific producers, and it’s no
surprise that 6011 looks the way
she does. You could lead off a lot 
of sales with this Payment Plan
daughter. Stout made, powerful
and still great looking. Selling safe
to the calving ease king GCC Gold
Standard—there’s no risk here.

Vanhove Payment Plan 601173Lot
Tag:  6011 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  Payment Plan • Dam: 268 Powerline
Service: A.I. 6-2 Gold Standard • P.E. Dakota Complete 6-6 to 7-22 • Safe A.I., due 3-12-18
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LOT 74

This female will change your mind
on how these Angus-sired females
should look. If you’re looking for
sound, functional, maternal
looking females that offer the bone,
hair, body and look to produce
those freaks in the pasture, this
powerhouse puts it all together.
Sired by SA Jupiter 0244 and out
of a Patton X Meyer 734. Maternal
power!

Vanhove Jupiter 63474Lot
Tag:  634 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  SA Jupiter 0244 • Dam: A330 Patton
Service: A.I. 6-28 Sub Zero • P.E. Dakota Complete 5-31 to 7-22 • Safe A.I., due 3-7-18

LOT 75

Angus meets old school in this
huge bodied, cool designed, stouter
made female. A daughter of SA
Jupiter 0244, her dam is a Jasper X
Full Flush cow that would make
your mouth water! You’d travel
many, many miles to find another
female with the power, look and
balance of this young female.

Vanhove Jupiter 62275Lot
Tag:  622 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  SA Jupiter 0244 • Dam: 007 Jasper X Full Flush
Service: A.I. 5-22 Sub Zero • P.E. Gold Standard Son 5-27 to 7-26 • Safe A.I., due 3-1-18
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LOT 76

You talk about a ground pounder!
This massive bodied, huge footed,
stout boned, three dimensional
female will overwhelm you with
her size and shape, yet she’s
surprisingly so feminine and has
that look of a great one. These
Powerline females are so consistent
and predictable, and this wide
body is out of one awesome GCC
Whizard daughter. Angus X
Simmy genetics at its best.

Vanhove Powerline 65076Lot
Tag:  650 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  Powerline • Dam: B497 Whizard
Service: A.I. none • P.E. Dakota Complete 6-6 to 7-22 • Safe P.E., due 3-16-18

LOT 77

We love our Whizard females, and
here’s another reason why. 664 is
out of one of the most powerful,
good looking young Whizard
daughters on the farm. Sired by the
great WWSC Slider, you couldn’t
stack a more predictable and
proven pedigree together. Take a
look at the extra muscle shape,
bone, hair and body this doll puts
together. 664 has it all!

Vanhove Slider 66477Lot
Tag:  664 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  Slider • Dam: B466 Whizard X Powerline
Service: A.I. 6-5 Gold Standard • P.E. Dakota Complete 6-9 to 7-22 • Safe A.I., due 3-15-18
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Tag:  652 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  Powerline • Dam: Irish Whiskey
Service: A.I. none • P.E. Dakota Complete 6-9 to 7-22

Safe P.E., due 4-6-18
If you were to grade the pedigree of this female, she
would receive an A+! The Angus X Irish Whiskey mating
work time and time again. 652 looks just like you would
expect—chubby, hairy, big footed, perfect structured and
square hipped with that sexy Whiskey neck and head.
Power in the blood.

Vanhove Powerline 65278Lot

Tag:  628 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  Damage Control • Dam: 3011 Bismarck
Service: A.I. none • P.E. Gold Standard Son 6-9 to 7-26

Safe P.E., due 4-6-18
Everybody wants to know which ones are going to be the
sleepers of a sale, and with so many deep, soft, stout, cool
made females in this offering, there could be one fall
through the cracks. 628 could be one that won’t just
knock you down with look, but talk about body, bone,
super hairy and stouter made…she has it. Don’t miss this
female and her potential. An own daughter of Damage
Control (Who Made Who X Meyer 734) out of an SAV
Bismarck X OCC Legend cow, she has unlimited
earning potential.

Vanhove Damage Control 62879Lot

Tag:  610 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  Slider •
Dam: B446 Merlin X 610 New Look-Anchor (Powerline’s dam)
Service: A.I. 6-7 Ridin In Style • P.E. Dakota Complete 

6-9 to 7-22 • Safe A.I., due 3-17-18

Here is a soft, stouter made Slider daughter out of a
Merlin X 610 (Powerline’s dam) female that will never
leave the farm. This moderate package will really hit you
with her overall capacity, rib shape, wide back and
strong, square hip. These kind of females don’t come
along every day, so take advantage of this opportunity
and add a little power to your herd.

Vanhove Slider 61080Lot
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LOT 81

The Irish Whiskey X Angus
females never miss. 688 is a no-miss
investment. When you study the
running gear under this moderate,
three dimensional female, you’ll be
impressed, but even more you’ll
really appreciate her body, softness,
square hip and thick, wide top.
Don’t walk by this female without
taking a second or even third look!

Vanhove Payment Plan 68881Lot
Tag:  688 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  Payment Plan • Dam: N11 Irish Whiskey Son
Service: A.I. 5-28 Sub Zero • P.E. Dakota Complete 5-31 to 7-22 • Safe A.I., due 3-7-18

LOT 82

This cool looking, blaze-faced,
moderate female really captures
your attention with her deep, soft
middle, extra shape and top and
her long, sleek neck and front one-
third. Take this powerful package
and put it on a skeleton that is as
perfectly designed as there is in the
sale. 663’s dam is bred a little
different, combining Texhoma with
the baldy king Meyer 734. The
Eathington Sub Zero calf in her
belly could pay the whole ticket.

Vanhove Jupiter 66382Lot
Tag:  663 • Spring 2016 • Black/white face
Sire:  SA Jupiter 0244 • Dam: 948 Texhoma
Service: A.I. 6-3 Sub Zero • P.E. Dakota Complete 6-6 to 7-22 • Safe A.I., due 3-13-18
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Tag:  503C • Fall 2015 • Black
Sire:  Merlin • Dam: K79 Angus
Service: A.I. 5-24 Powerline • P.E. Powerline Son 5-27 to 7-22

Safe A.I., due 3-3-18
Don’t you wish you could put a front end, neck and head
on every female like you find on this cool made
powerhouse? A daughter of Merlin out of a proven,
predictable Angus female. This pedigree blends Whiskey
and Angus genetics together, and we all know just how
predictable that program has worked for Griswold and
others. Don’t miss this doll sale day!

Vanhove Merlin 503C83Lot

Tag:  613 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  Adrenline Junkie • Dam: 658 DCC New Look
Service: A.I. none • P.E. Gold Standard Son 5-27 to 7-26

Safe P.E., due 3-26-18
If you like females that are a little stouter made, squarer
hipped, bigger boned and freaky fronted, 613 needs to
find her way into your trailer sale day. This awesome
designed, cool looking female is an own daughter of
Adrenaline Junkie “AJ,” our powerful Adrenaline son
out of a whale bellied OCC Anchor cow, with her dam
by DCC New Look. Maternal bred with a cool look—
the best of both worlds.

Vanhove AJ 61384Lot

Tag:  686 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  Adrenaline Junkie • Dam: 151 Draft Pick
Service: A.I. 5-31 Gold Standard • P.E. Gold Standard Son 

6-2 to 7-26 • Safe A.I., due 3-10-18
Maternal power! This super razor fronted female doesn’t
disappoint. When you get past her front one-third, she
has extra rib shape and is soft bellied and deep flanked
with an extra shot of hip and top, look, body and hair to
burn. The maternal power of this female lies in her
pedigree—Chopper, TCTC Patton, Draft Pick and
Meyer 734. 686 will have no problem raising a big, stout
made steer or heifer when she reaches production.

Vanhove AJ 68685Lot
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LOT 86

We love these Simmental-
influenced females. They give you
that softer, sounder, more maternal
look, and this cool blaze-faced
female is no exception. A daughter
of our Meyer 734 X Windsor sire,
Adrenaline, out of a super
productive Klicker daughter.
Double bred Simmental, bred to
Angus…SimAngus genetics for
today’s proven maternal power.

Vanhove Adrenaline 66086Lot
Tag:  660 • Spring 2016 • Black/white face
Sire:  Adrenaline • Dam: S014 Klicker (Simm)
Service: A.I. 5-23 Sub Zero • P.E. Gold Standard Son 5-27 to 7-26 • Safe A.I., due 3-2-18

LOT 87

Power cow in the making. This
stout, big bodied beast will impress
you with her overall mass and
dimension. Rarely do you find a
female with this much power that
still gives you a sharp, attractive,
sexy look, but 678 gives you both.
A Cerveza daughter out of the
popular 315 cow (GCC Whizard X
Final Answer X OCC Legend)
selling as Lot 23 in this sale.
Generations of proven production!

Vanhove Cerveza 67887Lot
Tag:  678 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  Cerveza • Dam: 315 Whizard X Final Answer
Service: A.I. 6-9 Gold Standard • P.E. Dakota Complete 6-11 to 7-22 • Safe A.I., due 3-19-18
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Tag:  696 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  SA Jupiter 0244 • Dam: 2016 Basic Instinct
Service: A.I. none • P.E. Gold Standard Son 6-2 to 7-26

Safe P.E., due 4-9-18
This heifer will have lots of friends sale day. Ultra
complete with a stunning profile and a pedigree that has
stood the test of time. A daughter of the featured Lot 30
cow, this huge bodied, soft middled female looks just like
her momma did as a two-year-old. We think this one has
the potential to be a great one.

Vanhove Jupiter 69688Lot

Tag:  6009 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  Cerveza • Dam: 345 Adrenaline
Service: A.I. 5-25 Gold Standard • P.E. Gold Standard Son 

5-27 to 7-26 • Safe A.I., due 3-4-18
If you like them moderate, big bellied and stout made,
you’re gonna love 6009. If you had a whole pasture full 
of ones built like this tank, you could stay in business for
years to come. This Cerveza daughter out of a really
stout made Adrenaline daughter has looked like this
from birth. She will make a smokin’ good cow that will
raise the right kind.

Vanhove Cerveza 600989Lot

Tag:  693 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  Dakota Rush • Dam: 708 RSVP
Service: A.I. none • P.E. Gold Standard Son 5-27 to 7-26

Safe P.E., due 3-23-18
This one is pretty special! A daughter of Dakota Rush,
our Adrenaline X 610 (Powerline’s dam) son out of a
super productive RSVP daughter. Lot 90 really 
combines all the traits we are striving to produce.
Maternal genetics in a sound, three dimensional, ultra
complete design that will go on and make a great cow.
693 fills in all the blanks.

Vanhove Dakota Rush 69390Lot
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Tag:  6015 • Spring 2016 • Black/white face
Sire:  SA Jupiter 0244 • Dam: 343 Powerline
Service: A.I. 5-24 Sub Zero • P.E. Gold Standard Son 

5-27 to 7-26 • Safe A.I., due 3-3-18
Here’s one that’s hard to part with from a maternal and
cow prospect standpoint. This blaze-faced beauty comes
from one of the truly great Powerline X Carney Man
females in the program. A daughter of our Angus
powerhouse sire SA Jupiter 0244, this 3/4 Angus female
will change your mind about the look, body, style,
dimension and extra hair you can create from these
higher percentage Angus. Don’t miss this heifer!

Vanhove Jupiter 601591Lot

Tag:  620 • Spring 2016 • Charolais
Sire:  Heff • Dam: Yello Repo (George X Power Plus)
Service: A.I. 5-31 Gold Standard • P.E. Dakota Complete 

6-2 to 7-22 • Safe A.I., due 3-10-18
The smokey females are a valued commodity, and this
one adds the extra bone, hair and look on a stouter
made, square hipped, stronger topped, softer bellied
skeleton. Moderate and chubby are always popular, 
and 620 will have a lot of friends sale day. The Gold
Standard baby in her belly could be your next great one.

Vanhove Yello Repo 62092Lot

Tag:  681 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  MAF Hobart 441 • Dam: A366 Whizard
Service: A.I. 6-5 Bismarck • P.E. Gold Standard Son 

6-6 to 7-26 • Safe A.I., due 3-15-18
This moderate, chubby, huge hipped, stout female is the
result of what every good cattleman in the country is
looking for—Angus X Simmental females with look and
power. A daughter of our Duff Hobart 8302 son we
purchased from Mogck Angus, 681 is out of one whale
bellied, stout made GCC Whizard 125W cow. The 
SAV Bismarck calf she’s carrying will be really special.

Vanhove Hobart 441 68193Lot
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Tag:  643 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  Maternal Made • Dam: 647 RSVP
Service: A.I. 6-1 Gold Standard • P.E. Dakota Complete 

6-2 to 7-22 • Safe A.I., due 3-11-18
NMR Maternal Made has definitely caught fire across
the country as a sire of females with that extra look, size,
power, dimension and performance. This stout female is
out of a maternal looking RSVP daughter and bred to
the calving ease king GCC Gold Standard. The stars are
all in a row for greatness here.

Vanhove Maternal Made 64394Lot

Tag:  672 • Spring 2016 • Black/white face
Sire:  Merlin • Dam: 7526 OCC Homer
Service: A.I. none • P.E. Dakota Complete 6-11 to 7-22

Safe P.E., due 4-6-18
Merlin sires attractive fronted, square hipped, good
bodied cattle with extra bone and unmatched structural
soundness. This super designed, high quality blaze-faced
female is no exception. Her dam is a powerful, moderate
OCC Homer female you’d love to own.

Vanhove Merlin 67295Lot

Tag:  6016 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  Damage Control • Dam: W953 Outer Limits
Service: A.I. 6-1 Gold Standard • P.E. Gold Standard Son 

6-2 to 7-26 • Safe P.E., due 4-4-18
Body and look all in one. This is one phenomenal
looking female, but it wasn’t a mistake. Her powerful
young Outer Limits dam goes back to a great Meyer 734
cow that has definitely earned her keep around here.
This one will really impress you with her moderate body
design, depth of body and choke of the neck. This female
will really click with GCC Gold Standard.

Vanhove Damage Control 601696Lot
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Tag:  617 • Spring 2016 • Black/white face
Sire:  Rebel Soul • Dam: 920 Meyer 734
Service: A.I. 6-1 Gold Standard • P.E. Dakota Complete 

6-2 to 7-22 • Safe A.I., due 3-11-18
This is one of those good looking, super complete,
perfect designed females that could get missed sale day.
Take a second look at the soundness and structure of this
moderate, star-faced Meyer 734 granddaughter carrying
the service of Gold Standard.

Vanhove Rebel Soul 61797Lot

Tag:  A60 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  Merlin • Dam: Stimulus
Service: A.I. 6-1 Gold Standard • P.E. Gold Standard Son 

6-2 to 7-26 • Safe A.I., due 3-11-18
Mucho Grande LaVaca! Spanish for “very good cow.”
This female will overwhelm you with her super look,
design and body, but the quality doesn’t stop there. She
possesses a near-perfect skeletal structure with extra bone
and foot size. Another great Merlin out of a Stimulus—
a combination that really works.

Vanhove Merlin A6098Lot

Tag:  669 • Spring 2016 • Black/white face
Sire:  Broker • Dam: Northern Improvement
Service: A.I. 5-28 Blaze of Glory • P.E. Dakota Complete 

5-31 to 7-22 • Safe A.I., due 3-7-18
This powerful female is a no-risk investment, sired 
by the Simmental legend Mr HOC Broker out of a
Northern Improvement daughter. These Simm X Angus
females are some of the most sought after females in the
country. She’s a half blood Simmy, and bred to Blaze of
Glory will result in a 3/4-blood Simmental calf. Full
sister sells as Lot 47 (661).

Vanhove Broker 66999Lot
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Tag:  6024 • Spring 2016 • Black/white face
Sire:  Damage Control • Dam: Powerline
Service: A.I. 5-23 Sub Zero • P.E. Gold Standard Son 

5-27 to 7-26 • Safe P.E., due 3-16-18
You really must stop and take a second look at this
moderate, super complete, ultra cool designed, blaze-
faced female sale day. She has been one of our favorites
all summer, and as these females have developed, 6024
keeps coming to the top of our list. When you combine
Damage Control with Powerline, you blend all the best
genetics of Who Made Who and Meyer 734 with the
most powerful Angus genetics in the breed today. Look,
design, body and power blended together.

Vanhove Damage Control 6024100Lot

Tag:  602 • Spring 2016 • Black/white face
Sire:  Monopoly • Dam: P422 Irish Whiskey
Service: A.I. 5-22 Sub Zero • P.E. Gold Standard Son 

5-27 to 7-26 • Safe P.E., due 3-15-18
A little different twist here, boys and girls. Monopoly 
has left his mark on the club calf business, just as Irish
Whiskey has etched his place in history for maternal
power. Combine these two great sires and it becomes
genetic perfection. This long spined, ultra sleek
designed, square hipped baldy female will be a crowd
favorite sale day. Bone, hair and the look of a front
pasture kind of female.

Vanhove Monopoly 602101Lot

Tag:  6017 • Spring 2016 • Black/white face
Sire:  Patton • Dam: 038 Stimulus
Service: A.I. 6-4 Powerline • P.E. Dakota Complete 

6-6 to 7-22 • Safe A.I., due 3-14-18
Power in the Blood. This is one good looking doll. All
the body and look you’d ever want, but when you study
her genetic makeup, you realize the predictability in 
this female is unparalleled. TCTC Patton, Stimulus,
Adrenaline…you can mate this female many different
ways, but one thing is for sure, she’ll get the job done.

Vanhove Patton 6017102Lot
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Tag:  6005 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  Blizzard • Dam: T722 Ringo
Service: A.I. 5-22 Sub Zero • P.E. Gold Standard Son 

5-27 to 7-26 • Safe A.I., due 3-1-18
Old school, baby! This big bodied, huge hipped, stout,
hairy power female combines the genetics of some of 
the legendary sires in the club calf business. An own
daughter of K- Blizzard out of a Frosty X Cigar female
that would blow you away with her look, body and bone.
The Sub Zero calf in her belly could be the real deal this
spring.

Vanhove Blizzard 6005103Lot

Tag:  600 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  Slider • Dam: 4009 Glover (Looker Son)
Service: A.I. 6-12 Total Solution • P.E. Gold Standard Son 

6-13 to 7-26 • Safe A.I., due 3-22-18
This is one attractive, feminine, sharp fronted female.
Pay attention to how sound this WWSC Slider daughter
is from the ground up. Straight lines, perfectly structured
and what a look. Safe to Total Solution, she could have
your next great one.

Vanhove Slider 600104Lot

Tag:  319H • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  Powerline • Dam: 319 Hot Sauce
Service: A.I. 6-1 Sub Zero • P.E. Gold Standard Son 

6-2 to 7-26 • Safe A.I., due 3-11-18
Powerline does it again. A daughter of the Lot 8 cow
selling, this ultra sound, super designed female puts it 
all together. An extra shot of Simmy and Irish Whiskey
only strengthens the value of this beautiful brood cow
prospect.

Vanhove Powerline 319H105Lot
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Tag:  607 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  SA Jupiter 0244 • Dam: 251 Nash (Draft Pick)
Service: A.I. 5-28 Daddys Money • P.E. Dakota Complete 

5-31 to 7-22 • Safe A.I., due 3-7-18
This moderate, stout, chubby, long necked female has
been a farm favorite all summer. These kind of heifers
are what it is all about—look and body with a genetic
profile that has proven to be successful around here. 
The Angus X Draft Pick blend just seems to work, and
this beauty carries the service of Daddys Money. Her 
calf will be good looking, chubby and a hair ball!

Vanhove Jupiter 607106Lot

Tag:  615 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  Chopped • Dam: 120 OCC Legend
Service: A.I. 5-25 Sub Zero • P.E. Gold Standard Son 

5-27 to 7-26 • Safe A.I., due 3-4-18
If you like them moderate, chubby, hairy, stout and 
good looking, 615 is your female. Predictable maternal
genetics here with Chopper, TCTC Patton, Irish
Whiskey, Chill Factor and OCC Legend. How would you
change this package? You don’t! Buy this ground sow
and start cashing checks!

Vanhove Chopped 615107Lot

Tag:  6013 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  Merlin • Dam: 040 Stimulus
Service: A.I. 6-3 Gold Standard • P.E. Dakota Complete 

6-6 to 7-22 • Safe A.I., due 3-13-18
The Merlin daughters are flat out good. Extra power,
body and style in a proven, predictable maternal
package. 6013 is a result of mating Whizard, Irish
Whiskey, Meyer 734 and New Look with her maternal
grandam 2562, who is just the most prolific cow in our
herd. The guesswork has been taken out of this one,
folks!

Vanhove Merlin 6013108Lot
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Tag:  675 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  SA Jupiter 0244 • Dam: Frosty
Service: A.I. 5-29 Sub Zero • P.E. Dakota Complete 

5-31 to 7-22 • Safe A.I., due 3-8-18
A little different twist with this cool made, moderate, 
soft bellied, extra hairy female. A daughter of the SA
Jupiter 0244 Angus sire out of a Frosty female that has
produced multiple top sellers off the farm. Whether
you’re raising show steers and heifers or replacement
females, this is the kind of factory to get the job done.

Vanhove Jupiter 675109Lot

Tag:  614 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  Cerveza • Dam: 806 OCC Doctor
Service: A.I. 6-6 Exit Strategy • P.E. Gold Standard Son 

6-9 to 7-26 • Safe A.I., due 3-16-18
These Cerveza daughters are great club calf mommas
and are hard to find for sale. They package a cool design
and look with extra body, bone, hair and muscle, so any
way you decide to breed them, they just work. This big
bodied female is out of one whale bellied OCC Doctor
female. Cow power deluxe!

Vanhove Cerveza 614110Lot

Tag:  677 • Spring 2016 • Black/white face
Sire:  Adrenaline Junkie • Dam: Y163 Powerline
Service: A.I. 5-26 Gold Standard • P.E. Gold Standard Son 

5-27 to 7-26 • Safe A.I., due 3-5-18
This powerhouse female is out of undoubtedly the best
cow on the farm, Y163, a Powerline X Everclear bred
female that has worked her way to the top of our lists.
This Adrenaline Junkie daughter really impresses you
with her body, dimension and stoutness, and being out
of Y163 only strengthens her ability to be a great
production matron.

Vanhove AJ 677111Lot
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Tag:  502C • Fall 2015 • Black/white face
Sire:  Merlin • Dam: X2 Felony X Angus
Service: A.I. 5-25 Powerline • P.E. Powerline Son 

5-27 to 7-22 • Safe P.E., due 3-26-18
At first glance, you love this flashy, good looking baldy,
and when you start to evaluate her, you find that looks
aren’t her only good thing. Body, softness, extra length
and perfect skeletal makeup only add to the value of this
Merlin X Felony X Angus brood cow prospect.

Vanhove Merlin 502C112Lot

Tag:  671 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  Corona • Dam: 338 Adrenaline
Service: A.I. none • P.E. Gold Standard Son 6-2 to 7-26

Safe P.E., due 4-9-18
This super complete, sound, well designed female is a
daughter of Corona, our Cerveza X DCC New Look son,
and out of the Lot 7 Adrenaline X OCC Emblazon
“super cow” that sells. When you stack Irish Whiskey,
Meyer 734, OCC Anchor and OCC Dixie Erica 814A
into one pedigree, great things are bound to happen.

Vanhove Corona 671113Lot

Tag:  504C • Fall 2015 • Black
Sire:  Merlin • Dam: U848 Legend
Service: A.I. 5-25 Powerline • P.E. Powerline Son 5-27 to 7-22

Safe A.I., due 3-4-18
These females can start to look the same, but we are
trying to consistently produce females for our customers
that blend body, power and dimension with the
soundness, structure and look of a champion. 504C
checks the boxes! This Merlin tank is out of one of the
truly great cows on the place, an OCC Legend X Meyer
734 that is awesome.

Vanhove Merlin 504C114Lot
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Tag:  6008 • Spring 2016 • Charolais
Sire:  Man Among Boys • Dam: 835 Beat the Heat
Service: A.I. none • P.E. Gold Standard Son 6-11 to 7-26

Safe P.E., due 4-9-18
The proof is in the pudding. This full sister to the Otto
and Lautner promotional bull Run Away Train will blow
you away with her structure, soundness and design. And
the bone, power, hair and look only add to her complete
package. These silver smokey females are a rare
commodity, but so many of the great sires are out of
females just like this.

Vanhove MAB 6008115Lot

Tag:  668 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  Cerveza • Dam: T756 Northern Improvement
Service: A.I. none • P.E. Gold Standard Son 6-2 to 7-26

Safe P.E., due 3-30-18
What more could you want? Cerveza out of a Northern
Improvement out of a Meyer 734. Maternal bred with
the look and power everyone is looking for in a brood
cow. When you find one bred like this and built like this,
it’s not what she costs, it’s an investment.

Vanhove Cerveza 668116Lot

Tag:  6001 • Spring 2016 • Charolais
Sire:  Man Among Boys • Dam: Y105 Alias
Service: A.I. 5-28 Sub Zero • P.E. Gold Standard Son 

5-31 to 7-26 • Safe A.I., due 3-7-18
Moderate, chubby and stout describes this Man Among
Boys X Alias ground pounder. Color and look always are
a crowd favorite, and this one should be really popular
sale day. When you put this type and kind on a nearly
perfect structure and running gear, you’ve created the
kind that real cowboys love to own.

Vanhove MAB 6001117Lot
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Tag:  637 • Spring 2016 • Black/white face
Sire:  Damage Control • Dam: Y182 Powerline
Service: A.I. 6-6 Gold Standard • P.E. Gold Standard Son 6-9 to 7-26

Safe A.I., due 3-16-18
If you’re looking to get on the color train, get on board! This panda-
eyed, black-and-white doll not only gives that sleek, sexy look, but study
her body, dimension, extra hip and top and her big, ground pounding
foot. Make this one blue, red, green, purple or even orange, and you’ll
still love her! She blends the three sires that are paving the way around
here—Damage Control, Powerline and Adrenaline. She sells safe to the
calving-ease king GCC Gold Standard.

Vanhove Damage Control 637118Lot

Tag:  515C • Fall 2015 • Black/white face
Sire:  Dakota Rush • Dam: X026 Outer Limits
Service: A.I. 5-24 Gold Standard • P.E. Powerline Son 5-27 to 7-22

Safe A.I., due 3-3-18
If you love those moderate, wedgy built, choke of the neck females, set
your satchel down here. This Dakota Rush female is out of one powerful
Outer Limits cow. We think this square hipped, soft bellied, stout
legged, freaky fronted one will get it done.

Vanhove Dakota Rush 515C119Lot

Tag:  512C • Fall 2015 • Black
Sire:  Merlin • Dam: X062 Irish Whiskey Son
Service: A.I. 5-25 Powerline • P.E. Powerline Son 5-27 to 7-22

Safe A.I., due 3-4-18
Another one of the falls that will impress you for her overall design and
look. The Merlin X Irish Whiskey females flat will get it done. 512C has
the extra bone, foot size, and talk about a razor neck and front end!
Carrying the service of the Angus female maker Powerline, this female
will have a keeper.

Vanhove Merlin 512C120Lot

“Last fall I traveled to well over 100 different sets of calves selling. I felt Vanhove’s set was the deepest set last fall,

hands down. What was remarkable to me was the fact that not one of the high sellers was an ET calf. Same genetics

and pedigrees that will be offered in the Dakota Classic. Another interesting fact is that four sire groups had calves

sell for $25k or more. Rob’s genetics just flat work to all of today’s ‘go-to’ clubby bulls.”   – Brad Otto
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Tag:  520 • Fall 2015 • Black
Sire:  Basic Instinct Son • Dam: Paddy O’Malley
Service: A.I. 6-2 Sub Zero • P.E. Gold Standard Son 

6-2 to 7-26 • Safe A.I., due 3-12-18
This Duff Basic Instinct granddaughter has old school
genetics on the bottom side of her pedigree, going back
to a productive Paddy O’Malley. 520 is a whistle fronted,
clean chested female that is rugged boned, three
dimensional, stouter constructed and built to raise those
smoking steer calves with extra body and bone.

Vanhove BI Son 520121Lot

Tag:  692 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  Bismarck • Dam: B478 Powerline
Service: A.I. 6-8 Ridin In Style • P.E. Dakota Complete 

6-9 to 7-22 • Safe A.I., due 3-18-18
Angus genetics at their finest! SAV Bismarck has
rewritten Angus history for his performance, style,
predictability and calving ease—several females in this
sale carry his service. The Powerline bull has earned his
place for siring powerful, stout, ultra cool made females
here at Vanhove Cattle Company…blending these two
sires results in this stout made, heavy boned, jet necked,
huge footed dynamo. Selling safe to another royally bred
bull, Ridin In Style, a great young Silveiras Style son out
of the dam of Bushs Unbelievable.

Vanhove Bismarck 692122Lot

Tag:  653 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  Thick n Chewy • Dam: 028 RSVP
Service: A.I. none • P.E. Dakota Complete 6-11 to 7-22 •

Safe P.E., due 3-21-18
This is one we should have pictured. These Thick n Chewy
daughters are making tremendous cows. They are moderate 
and chunky, clubby built females, and this one is no different.
653’s dam really gives you that extra genetic punch with RSVP,
New Look and Chill Factor. Go find this one sale day—you won’t
be disappointed.

Vanhove Thick n Chewy 653123Lot
Tag:  6021 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  Merlin • Dam: 2562 Anchor X Angus
Service: A.I. none • P.E. Dakota Complete 5-31 to 7-22 •

Safe P.E., due 3-30-18
It’s too bad we couldn’t have pictured this wide body. Another own
daughter of our OCC Anchor donor, 2562, this powerhouse will
really capture your attention for her mass, power and volume. Get
her moving, and she moves like a cat on a big foot and extra bone.
Cow power here, ladies and gentlemen.

Vanhove Merlin 6021124Lot
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Tag:  635 • Spring 2016 • Black/white face
Sire:  Adrenaline Junkie • Dam: W956 Outer Limits
Service: A.I. 6-10 Total Solution • P.E. Dakota Complete 6-11 to 7-22

Safe A.I., due 3-20-18
Looking for a little more size and growth? This Adrenaline Junkie
X Outer Limits female gives you that and more. 635 really blends
extra performance with the look and design to produce those
killer steers and show heifers. Sells safe to Total Solution.

Vanhove AJ 635125Lot

Tag:  609 • Spring 2016 • Black/white face
Sire:  Damage Control • Dam: X046 Powerline
Service: A.I. 5-30 Daddys Money • P.E. Dakota Complete 5-31 to 7-22

Safe A.I., due 3-9-18
This brockle-faced Damage Control (Who Made Who X Meyer
734) daughter is out of one cool made, sleek fronted, big middled
Powerline X Macho female. Her Whizard maternal sister is in the
replacement pen and looks amazing. 609 gives a little more growth
and performance in a longer necked, cooler made package. Her
mating to Daddys Money could be the perfect combination.

Vanhove Damage Control 609127Lot

Tag:  6020 • Spring 2016 • Black
Sire:  Dakota Rush • Dam: Z275 Cerveza
Service: A.I. 6-3 Gold Standard • P.E. Dakota Complete 6-6 to 7-22

Safe A.I., due 3-13-18
Get on the Cerveza train! This super good looking, long necked,
sappy bellied, hairy, cool designed female is out of an own
daughter of the female maker Cerveza and sired by Dakota Rush,
our Adrenaline son out of Powerline’s mother.

Vanhove Dakota Rush 6020126Lot

Dakota Classic XIII Sire Reference
DAMAGE CONTROL Who Made Who � Meyer 734 

POWERLINE DCC Baseline � DCC New Look 

ADRENALINE Meyer 734 � Windsor 

PAYMENT PLAN SAV Bismarck � Antidote

MERLIN Whizard � GCC Sioux Miss 8/47U (Irish Whiskey)

HOT SAUCE Hustler (Simm) � Irish Whiskey

CHOPPED Chopper � Patton

STIMULUS DCC New Look � Meyer 734

RSVP Meyer 734 � Angus

GCC GOLD STANDARD Total Recall � OCC Juanada 925R (Angus)

Dakota  
Classic

XIII
FEBRUARY 3, 2018 • SIOUX FALLS, SD
1 p.m. at the Sioux Falls Regional Livestock Center

Online bidding provided by www.cci.live

MAF HOBART 441  Duff Hobart 8302 � Impact Gal 068 of Tripp

ADRENALINE JUNKIE “AJ” Adrenaline � Anchor

DAKOTA COMPLETE Total Solution (Who Made Who � Habanero) � Doc

SA JUPITER 0244 OCC Jupiter � Homer

DAKOTA RUSH Adrenaline � 610 New Look � OCC Anchor (Powerline’s dam)

CORONA Cerveza � Duff New Look

EATHINGTON SUB ZERO Conneally Capitalist 028 � BC Matrix 4132

RIDIN IN STYLE Silveiras Style 9303 � Bushs Blackbird 8708 (dam of 

Bushs Unbelieveable)

WWSC SLIDER Northern Improvement � Duff New Edition 6108





TIME SENSITIVE: PLEASE DO NOT DELAY

FIRST CLASS MAIL

VANHOVE SHOW CATTLE
Rob & Sheryl Vanhove
45041 227th Street
Madison, SD 57042

J O I N  U S  F E B RUA RY  3  AT  S I O U X  FA L L S ! SOUTHWEST TYPESTYLES
405.317.1743

2.3.2018


